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ABSTRACT
Autonomous vehicles are useful for a variety of applications such as military, urban, and agricultural envi-
ronments. This paper discusses adding an autonomous navigation system to an all-terrain vehicle by im-
plementing controllers that interface with its current system, installing sensors on the vehicle for obstacle
detection, and developing effective safety mechanisms to prevent injury to others. The result is a vehicle
capable of waypoint navigation and obstacle avoidance. Testing the vehicle showed that the LIDAR and the
autonomous navigation system were integrated seamlessly, and that the sensor output signals were success-
fully translated into vehicle commands the existing system uses. This system could be improved with further
tuning of the PID controller to prevent a large deviation from the defined path. The LIDAR could also be
programmed to allow the vehicle to navigate around the obstacle instead of stopping in front of it.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The advancement of technology has allowed humans to venture into worlds that 10 years ago would not have
even been possible. Increased processing power allows for the creation of more complex control algorithms
to manage evolving systems. These control algorithms may be used in a variety of applications, such as the
development of autonomous features in vehicles. All vehicles currently have driver-assist functions installed:
cruise control, antilocking brakes, etc. These are pieces of technology that did not exist 50 years ago, but now
they are common-place. However, imagine a world where everyone has a vehicle that can reach a destination
with minimal human interaction and input. The driver would be able to sit back, relax, and use the driving
time for other activities. The average American spends approximately 87 minutes behind the wheel each
day [1]. This is time that could be used for more productive or enjoyable tasks. Autonomous cars will also
lead to less congestion on the roadways and fewer accidents because, although many like to think that they
are good drivers, statistics show that human error is the cause for around 85% of all accidents [2]. These
accidents are usually caused by the driver getting distracted, not adjusting properly to driving conditions, or
driving under the influence. The driver often has control over these issues but lacks the discipline to do so.
Eliminating these human errors through autonomously controlled vehicles will reduce the accident rate. For
these reasons, the dream of a fully autonomous vehicle is soon to become a reality.
In 2004, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) presented a challenge to create an
autonomous vehicle with the ability to navigate to different waypoints in a preset course. The challenge was
at first unsuccessful, as nobody was able to create a vehicle that was able to navigate the entire course. One
example of an unsuccessful autonomous car entry in the DARPA Grand Challenge is shown inFigure 1.1. But
in 2005, five teams were able to complete the 130 mile course. After only one year, there was a significant
amount of progress in the field of vehicle autonomy.
In the decade since, four states have implemented laws that allow for the testing of autonomous vehicles,
and this number is expected to grow as the technology improves. Google is leading the charge with a team of
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Figure 1.1: An early DARPA autonomous vehicle contestant which failed to navigate through the obstacle course [3].
15 engineers, many of whom were people who competed in the DARPA challenge in 2005 [4]. Their most
recent prototype, shown in Figure 1.2, has no steering wheel or pedals installed; it essentially eliminates the
driver’s ability to override the vehicle’s controls. This prototype currently has some limitations, however. It
Figure 1.2: Picture of the Google Car[5].
cannot be driven in heavy rain or snow, as those weather conditions interfere with the sensors, and it also
has difficulty distinguishing and avoiding potholes and other uncommon objects. Google hopes to have all of
these issues fixed by 2020 so that they can manufacture vehicles that can be used in all conditions.
2
The motivation behind our project was to use emerging technology in an educational manner to improve
the lives of others. Future students and researchers will be able to build upon what the team has accomplished
and make strides to improve this new technology.
1.1 Literature Review
The sources reviewed have provided valuable information for the development and advancement of this
project. The articles focused on the possible applications for autonomous vehicles, different types of sensors
used for autonomy, and complex data processing. Although the RSL Rover doesn’t have the same amount of
complexity as these other projects, many of these concepts still apply.
Autonomous vehicles have a large number of possible uses that would have a great impact on society.
Some of these uses would be: daily commuting, mapping unknown regions, transportation of dangerous ma-
terial, and search and rescue missions [6]. Increased research and development into improving autonomous
vehicles will be a great benefit towards society by increasing safety and efficiency. The possible applica-
tions for autonomous vehicles include decreasing the number of accidents on the road, searching deeper into
the unknown depths of the oceans, and eliminating human risk in dangerous environments such as bomb
diffusion, and detection of landmines. The applications for autonomous vehicles are seemingly endless.
Currently a large number of car manufacturers have started R&D on autonomous vehicles. As mentioned
earlier, Google has developed a driverless car. With Google paving the way in lobbying and publicity, other
car companies are starting to manufacture driverless cars. Although their cars are not yet fully autonomous,
their technology seems well equipped to beat out Google in the autonomous car industry [7]. Car manufac-
turers Lexus, Volvo, Mercedes, and Infiniti all have vehicles on the market which incorporate a front-facing
radar and adaptive cruise control in order to avoid collision with the vehicle in front of them. These vehicles
will pave the way for more advanced technology, and eventually, affordable autonomous cars.
Different types of sensors are used for different tasks on autonomous vehicles. A combination of sensors
are a necessity to ensure a reliable, safe system. The Google car has a total of 6 sensors: a LIDAR, GPS,
sonar, odometry, radar and video camera [8]. Currently the price point of all this hardware is over $60,000.
The price must be reduced drastically in order to bring this technology to the general market. One group
attempted to lower cost by using a Microsoft Kinect sensor for object detection [9]. The Kinect was useful in
its low cost and widespread availability, but faltered in other areas. In the study, different vegetation structures
were processed as obstacles by the Kinect. The biggest drawback was that during daytime, the light from the
sun overpowered the sensor and resulted in poor object detection. Also, the range of detection was only a
few meters, which is a drawback for vehicles moving at high speeds. Another group in Portugal developed
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a vehicle that could do basic automation with low resolution sonars and a camera mounted to the front of
the vehicle [10]. They used simple filtering techniques for the sensors to remove possible interference. Even
with this crude, low cost method, the vehicle was constantly reproducing accurate results. Sensors that use
light waves, known as LIDAR, are used in a variety of applications, which include mapping, urban planning,
navigation and law enforcement [11]. They can map out areas very quickly and accurately; light waves don’t
face the same interference that other sensors like sonar or radar face, making it a much better choice in many
applications.
In traditional autonomous vehicles, there is a large amount of data being inputted at the same time while
the vehicle is running. The on-board processing system must be able to make use of all of that information
in order to make a decision in a small window of time. Most vehicles with LIDAR technology use grid based
processing to handle this information.
The basic idea of this type of data processing is that very small amounts of data are each stored
in very specific ‘locations’, corresponding to their actual physical locations, within a gigantic
grid. This allows the system to quickly and efficiently locate and analyze whatever specific data
may be relevant at the current moment, and then update all of it in real time.[11]
The Audi A7 autonomous vehicle has 8 onboard PC’s, which are responsible for “controlling data logging,
planning a path, controlling steering, braking, and acceleration, operating the near field cameras and fusing
sensor data”[12]. Audi’s plan is to consolidate these sensors, but this shows how complex processing data
could be. Multiple computers are necessary to meet safety standards set by different states. They allow
failsafe tactics to be used if some hardware or software fails.
The approach taken on the RSL Rover was to use pre-existing software and interface it with the current
system on the vehicle. This project is not nearly as complex as the vehicles being worked on by different
car manufacturers, and thus it was appropriate to use a simpler system that the user would have no problem
understanding. The application for the vehicle was for the detection of underground objects, but because the
project only spanned a year, the team decided to focus on two main aspects of the project, navigation and
obstacle avoidance. The rest of the tasks were left for future groups to implement The waypoint navigation
and GPS tracking are the main aspects of the navigation portion of the project and are handled by the 3D
Robotics Ardupilot Mega (APM) unit. The APM stores the waypoints defined by the user and relays those
to the vehicle actuators to start moving the vehicle to the desired waypoint. A LIDAR is used as the sensor
for object detection and avoidance. It is not limited by range or by daylight, and does not cost as much as
the equivalent hardware on the Google car. The on-board processing for the vehicle is handled by Arduino
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microcontrollers, which allow for complex processing of data for navigation, obstacle avoidance, and safety,
at a reasonable cost.
1.2 Problem Statement
The objective of this project was to use the existing RSL Rover vehicle, with its drive-by-wire control system,
to implement an autonomous waypoint navigation system with the ability to avoid collisions. The tasks for
the project were three-fold:
• Design and implement controllers that interface with the current system, in order to navigate along a
path specified by a series of waypoints.
• Install and integrate sensors on the vehicle to detect and avoid collisions with objects.
• Develop an effective safety mechanism and emergency shutoff method that will prevent the rover from
causing injury and damage.
The result of this project is a highly capable autonomous vehicle that may be used in a variety of capacities,
including the detection of landmines, underground pipes, etc, to serve areas that face these obstacles.
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Chapter 2
System-Level Design
2.1 Vehicle Background
The vehicle used for this project was originally built to compete in the 2004 & 2005 DARPA challenges
by Team Overbot, a group of Silicon Valley engineers interested in vehicle autonomy. The team failed to
qualify for the national competition both years and eventually donated the vehicle to a local university where
it was used for educational purposes. The car sat idle for several years and was eventually donated to SCU’s
Robotic Systems Laboratory in 2013. When the 2013-2014 team project obtained the vehicle, the internal
components were in disarray. They were able to revert most of the changes over the years to set it back to
factory standards. On top of that they “built a hierarchical control system, robust actuator mounts, and an
effective safety system” [6] in a flexible manner that allows for upgrades. With these additions they were able
to control the vehicle remotely by implementing a drive-by-wire interface. Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 show the
existing vehicle.
Figure 2.1: RSL Rover Side View
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Figure 2.2: RSL Rover Front View
Figure 2.3: RSL Rover Overhead View
2.2 Overview of the Project
For this project, an Autonomous mode was added to the vehicle on top of the Pre-existing Drive by Wire
mode, seen in Figure 2.4. The vehicle traverses a field by following a set of waypoints defined by the user
while avoiding any objects that may be in its way. This will be done with the sensors that are attached to the
vehicle.
7
Figure 2.4: Simplified component block diagram showing full system integration.
The Vehicle Mega has a software switch that chooses between the mode that the user will set. It dictates
what commands will be passed on to the motor controllers. If Autonomous mode is switched on, the Ve-
hicle Mega will block the commands from the drive by wire and allow the autonomous commands to pass.
Otherwise, the motor controls will receive commands only from the Pre-existing Drive by Wire interface.
Figure 2.5 gives us an understanding of the complexity of the motor control system.
Figure 2.5: Simplified block diagram of previous work.[13]
Within the Autonomous Mode, there is an autopilot navigation subsystem and obstacle detection subsys-
tem, both of which feed signals into a separate microcontroller. This microcontroller, known as the Auto
Mega, processes this information and sends it into the Vehicle Mega. Figure 2.6 shows how the autonomous
mode is connected.
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Figure 2.6: Simplified component block diagram showing autonomous mode.
2.3 Customer Definition and Needs
The objective of this project was to retrofit the current unmanned land vehicle with sensors and micropro-
cessors to allow the vehicle to have autonomous capabilities. The process of doing so needed to be well
documented and the final product had to be easy to use, so that future students can use the vehicle with a
relatively small learning curve. The vehicle had some built-in constraints such as the weight, size, engine
power, etc. However, the vehicle was still relatively open to modifications for our purposes. The team was
able to customize the type of sensors that were used and design the user interface, vehicle speed, accuracy,
robustness, and cost to fit the customer needs.
There were two customers in mind for the project. The first one was the Robotics Systems Laboratory.
Future undergraduate, graduate and Ph.D. students will be able to use the vehicle to expand their knowledge
of control systems, vehicle control, etc. The second customer was a group of farmers in rural locations in
California. Their lack of resources makes it hard for them to compete against large farming corporations.
This vehicle will be able to assist them in the detection of underground pipes that may be hidden in their plots
of land.
The final product also needed to be easy to use and understandable. Thus, the algorithms used to control
the vehicle had to be simple and robust enough that users with limited knowledge would not have any issues.
A friendly user interface will allow the user to control aspects of the vehicle without actually having to change
the code. Quality of the parts is also an issue. The system was retrofitted with the best parts that the budget
allowed, to decrease the maintenance needed in the future and make it easier for the customer to trust the
system. Also, by using parts manufactured by well-established companies, the components are less likely to
become obsolete in the future.
Safety was a large concern for this project. Because this system is autonomous, extra precautions had
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to be taken because a mistake could result in a serious injury or even death. Several safety systems must
be implemented to protect both the user and the vehicle. These include dead man switches that shut off the
system if the connection to a sensor is lost, warning signals/sounds from the vehicle, and a maximum speed
limit in relation to the environmental conditions and sensor quality. The safety of the end user is the primary
concern.
2.4 System Level Requirements
While the system requirements from the previous team are still valid. This year’s project will have five
additional requirements:
• Interface with Existing System: The vehicle shall keep the existing drive-by-wire interface and add
an autonomous mode on top of the existing system and interface with it.
• Navigation Control: The vehicle shall take in GPS coordinates, or waypoints, and use those to traverse
a plot of land or a path. When following a predetermined route, the vehicle will not deviate more than
3 meters. A closed loop feedback control system will be implemented to read the feedback and make
adjustments if necessary.
• Velocity Control: The vehicle shall maintain a 5 mph speed. The speed can be adjusted depending on
the terrain, weather conditions and visibility. The maximum speed will not exceed 10 mph.
• Sensor Control: A digital flag shall be sent to a microcontroller when an object is detected. The
latency between the sensor and microprocessor shall be less than 500ms.
• Interface/Data Storage: To make troubleshooting easy, the vehicle will generate a .txt file every time
the vehicle starts, in order to log the vehicle diagnostics and performance, time, GPS, coordinates,
activity and status.
2.5 Functional Analysis
The project was broken into four major subsystems: 1) Navigation, 2) Sensor Interfacing, 3) User Interface,
and 4) Safety. All of these subsections are intertwined, but it’s easier to understand the work that needed to
be done on each one if it is broken down. This also helped prioritize the most important subsystems and how
they affected the other subsystems.
Navigation System: An off-the-shelf autopilot system was used. This ArduPilot (APM) comes pre-
built with GPS capabilities and compass. The information being sent by the APM was interpreted by a
microcontroller and be translated to the correct motor control values.
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Sensor Interface: A LIDAR from SICK was used for collision avoidance. The LIDAR outputs a digital
signal to a microcontroller if it detects an object within a set distance. This method does not burden the
microprocessor with an excessive amount of data, allowing for quicker response times.
User Interface: The end goal is to have an easy-to-use user interface so that people without a large
amount of technical training, have the ability to understand how to use it. The software used was Mission
Planner, which is an open source software that is made specifically for interfacing with the APM.
Safety: Hardware and software automatic shutoffs were used. Because the system is autonomous, the
vehicle must stop at a safe distance if it malfunctions. Code was implemented that will shut off the system
if any of the sensors are unable to send information to the microcontrollers. The wiring is also important to
safety; the connections between the components must not come loose in the driving process.
2.6 System Level Issues and Trade-offs
The team had to decide how much of the old vehicle to keep and if the same control commands would be used.
These decisions were made early in order to design the system in an efficient manner. This operational drive-
by-wire vehicle was inherited from last year’s team but the documentation in several cases was incorrect,
and time was spent reverse engineering several existing subsystems. Eventually the team was able to get the
system functioning as intended. The hardware added to the system was integrated into the previous team’s
work. The team also improved the documentation of the vehicle, in both the previous work and the work for
this year.
The previous year’s team already decided how the vehicle would receive, interpret and respond to motor
command. They developed an algorithm that would specify the steering angle with either a brake or throttle
commands. This year, the team wanted to preserve their code as much as possible, so it was decided to
continue to use their command structure. The challenge was to get the external data translated into a form
that the vehicle could process correctly. This issue was easier to solve than changing the entire original
system.
2.7 Team and Project Management
2.7.1 Initial Team Goals
The team is comprised of 3 Electrical Engineers and a Mechanical/Computer Engineer double major who all
have a passion for automotives and exploring control algorithms. At the beginning of the year several goals
were established:
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1. Improve the original control algorithm if needed, and add any code needed for the project.
2. Work with microcontrollers, sensors and safety mechanisms used in the industry.
3. Find a balance between the project, school work and the team members’ social lives.
4. Obtain a good grade, and have a working prototype done by the end of spring.
2.7.2 Mitigating Project Challenges
As with any big project there are a number of issues that arose in the decision making and design of the
vehicle. These major challenges include: faulty mechanical equipment, unfamiliar code in regards to the
autopilot system, and team disagreements.
Time management was another challenge that was faced. Deciding how the work would be split up and
meeting goals became an issue because of lack of experience and manpower. When these issues arose, ways
to fix these problems were implemented. They include:
1. Having good communication with one another. Completed work was reported so that the other
members would know what issues had either been resolved or needed more work. This way no time
was wasted doing unnecessary things. It was encouraged to share opinions and think about possible
solutions to the current problem. This allowed us to see the problem from many different angles and to
choose the best solution.
2. Willingness to seek out help. Many times others outside the project team were asked to assist with
issues that the team was not have been familiar with. Using the available resources was the best way
that the team could optimize the time spent on certain portions of the project.
3. Effective documentation. How the algorithm works, what parts were used, how the wiring is con-
structed was well documented. Because this is a legacy project, all the appropriate information needed
to be organized for next year’s team. Having good documentation allows later groups to quickly refer
to things when problems arise.
2.7.3 Timeline
When the team started in the Fall, a full understanding of the current vehicle and control structure was needed
by the middle of the fall quarter. Incorrect documentation of the vehicle layout resulted in large amount of
time reverse engineering the car. Eventually the vehicle was able to run by the end of the Fall, but by that
time, 2 months of work time had been lost already. This setback caused the team to revise priorities and
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determine how quickly certain components of the project were to be completed. Winter quarter consisted
of obtaining all of the hardware necessary for integration, studying the documentation, and starting to write
the algorithms that would integrate the autopilot system with the vehicle for autonomous driving. Delays in
receiving parts and bugs in the code extended the schedule. Spring quarter consisted of installing sensors,
integration of the entire system, and final testing.
2.7.4 Risks and Mitigations
The size of the vehicle necessitated extra safety precautions during testing. Every emergency stop button had
to be able to be activated if something were to fail, and other safety measures were programmed into the
control algorithms. Safety is one of main concerns for the project; therefore no effort was spared to ensure
safe operation of the vehicle.
Another problem that could have arose was the clarity of work. As the team found out from trying to read
the work and documentation from the previous year’s team, information may be presented that is not clear for
future groups. By maintaining proper documentation of the work and procedures used to replicate results, the
next team to work on this vehicle will be able to learn the basic workings of the vehicle in a minimal amount
of time.
The final risk is the danger of the operators and bystanders around the vehicle. This hazard was minimized
through the writing of safety procedures that were followed when working on the vehicle. Keeping civilians
clear of the work area was also important to ensure safety. More information about these safety documents
can be found in Appendix A.
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Chapter 3
Sensors
3.1 Role and Requirements
In order for the RSL Rover to drive safely, the vehicle needs a robust sensor that has the ability to detect
objects and send that information to the vehicle microcontroller. Due to the nature and size of the vehicle, the
range of detection has to be large. This ensures that there is adequate space for the vehicle to stop if needed.
The vehicle does not use that data to distinguish between different types of objects, but this may be expanded
further in the future.
3.2 Options and Trade-off Analysis
A variety of sensors and their specifications were compared to see what would best suit our needs. Our
primary need for the sensor was to be able identify and determine the location of obstacles that may be in
the vehicle’s path. We had a multitude of options for sensors but a majority of them only outputted raw data
that had to be processed with certain software. Other aspects that the team looked at were cost, maximum
distance of measurement, size, and ease of use.
3.2.1 SICK - LMS 111
The LMS111, seen in Figure 3.1, is a compact, medium-sized LIDAR from SICK that has a maximum range
of 20 meters. It has a robust encasing to protect it from any vibrations due to the vehicle’s operation. The
weight of the sensor with the bracket is approximately 1.1 kg. The LMS111 has a field of vision (FOV) of
270 degrees (horizontal) with an angular resolution of .25 degrees. The precision of the measurements are in
the millimeter range. The fact that this LIDAR only functions in a 2D plain limits the ability to expand into
more complex processing. The output of the unit can be read via serial (USB), CAN and Ethernet. This is
particularly useful because different systems will have different data interfaces and data transfer requirements.
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Figure 3.1: A picture of the LIDAR
It also has an onboard processing unit which greatly reduces the amount of work needed to implement this
solution. The cost of the unit falls around $5,800. [14]
3.2.2 Velodyne VLP-16
The VLP-16 is the newest LIDAR from Velodyne. It was designed to be more compact and cheaper than
other Velodyne products. With a price of $8000, it is several magnitudes cheaper than the older HDL-32E. A
big advantage of this unit is that it has a maximum range of 100m [15]. This is several times larger than other
LIDAR unit currently in the market. The FOV is 360 degrees (horizontal) and +/- 15 degrees (vertical). The
precision of this unit is in the centimeter range. This allows the system to map out obstacles on a 3D scale,
which could be helpful in the future if more complex processing is done. The output of this unit can be read
via Ethernet. This limits the type of hardware that can be used to process the LIDAR data. This system does
not have onboard processing capabilities, therefore processing would have to be designed by the team and
run on an embedded system or laptop which would be too much work for the team to do in the allotted time.
3.2.3 Camera
Cameras are a piece of technology that have been used a variety of applications. The team looked at whether
a camera could serve as the primary sensor for obstacle detection. The cost of cameras used on autonomous
vehicles range from $100 to $200. Cameras have the ability to see in color, which could be used to distinguish
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between various objects such as pedestrians, trees, and other vehicles. The field of vision is approximately
120 degrees with a resolution that allows for a large amount of detail. Like the Velodyne LIDAR, a camera
would require image processing which the team would have to design on an embedded system or laptop
which would be too much work for the team to do in the given time.
3.2.4 Trade-offs and Decision
All the sensors that could be used for primary obstacle detection have pros and cons. These were weighed
against each other to come up with our decision. A comparison of the sensors can be seen in Table 3.1
Table 3.1: Comparison of different sensors
Sensor: Cost: Distance: Weight: Ease of Use:
LMS111 $5,800 20m 1.1 kg High
VLP-16 $8,000 100m .83 kg Low
Camera $200 Varies Varies Low
At first our team was going to use a camera for obstacle detection. The cost is low, and it was a proven way
of detecting and distinguishing objects. The issue of processing data from the camera ultimately prevented us
from using this hardware. Although software exists for this purpose, integrating that software with the current
system would have been difficult. A laptop or embedded processor would have had to be installed in order
to interpret the data and convert it to vehicle commands. “Computer vision is just not anywhere nearly good
enough today to detect all important features with the reliability necessary for safe driving.” [16] Ultimately
these two issues related to ease of use pushed the team away from this method.
Next the team took a look at the VLP-16. 360 degree vision and a large detection range are something
that made this sensor favorable. A laptop or embedded system would have to be installed and interfaced with
the current system. It is likely that there is driver software available thus integration with the system would
have been relatively easy. However, the cost was also an issue; it was way out of the budget for this project.
The final sensor the team looked at, the LMS111, was a sensor that didn’t have the same problem that the
other two choices had. We could use the onboard processing on the unit to set up detection zones that would
send a digital output to a pin if an object is detected. This was perfect for our application because there was
no need to distinguish between different types of objects. Interfacing was made easy because the LIDARs
digital output signal could be directly fed into an existing microcontroller. Finally, SICK generously donated
the unit to the Robotic Systems Lab. Cost was no longer an issue for this sensor, leading us to ultimately
choose to work with this hardware.
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3.3 Detailed Design Description
The detection zones are set on the user’s laptop using the SOPAS software provided by SICK. Figure 3.2
gives a general idea on the different shapes and locations that these regions can be placed. The darker regions
Figure 3.2: An Example of a SICK LIDAR’s range with Detection zones set up [17]
represent the detection zones that were set for this example application. Once these are set, the parameters
can be uploaded to the LIDAR where they were stored in its internal memory. One of the digital pins from the
LIDAR is connected to a microcontroller on the vehicle. A signal will be sent to this pin if the sensor detects
an object in the zone set by the user and the vehicle is in autonomous mode. More information about this will
be mentioned in chapter 4. If the microcontroller reads a HIGH voltage (5V) on the pin, it will immediately
trigger an emergency stop.
Limiting the amount of information sent to the microcontrollers was a design feature that was purposely
implemented. Delays could be caused if an excessive amount of information was constantly sent to the
processing units on the vehicle. Delays would reduce the reliability and safety of the vehicle.
3.4 Testing and Verification
The LIDAR was tested on a stretch of road outside the SCU parking garage. The car was manually driven to
be approximately 60 feet away from a large, flat board that served as the obstacle. Then, running a script that
directed the car to drive straight continuously, the car was started and set in autonomous mode. The car then
drove straight down the road until it sensed the object. The LIDAR detection zone was set at 1 meter wide
and 10 meters long. While 10 meters is a generous margin for the slow speeds used in this trial, we chose this
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distance in case the LIDAR did not detect an object, giving the passenger enough time to manually engage
the emergency stop sequence. We could test at 10 meters rather than the 3 meters we planned to use in the
field because we were testing how close to the setpoint the car stopped rather than the actual setpoint. We
found during testing that the LIDAR never failed to detect an object that was in the zone. A 100% detection
rate is important to maintain safety and limit risk. Figure 3.3 is a graph of the results of the test.
Figure 3.3: Averaged stopping distance of the Rover from obstacle with a set stopping distance of 10.5 M. Each test was
run 5 times.
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Chapter 4
Autopilot
4.1 Overall Implementation
To drive the RSL Rover autonomously, a suitable autopilot system was designed. This system consisted of
microcontrollers, the software of those microcontrollers, and sensors that work together to replace the human
control of regular vehicles. The general implementation structure of the vehicle is shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: A detailed block diagram showing how all the components upstream of the Vehicle Mega interact with one
another.
Autonomous mode is made up of the APM, Auto Mega and LIDAR. The APM sends steering and throttle
commands to the Auto Mega which converts these signals into commands that the vehicle can understand.
The LIDAR sends a digital flag to a pin on the Vehicle Mega if it detects an object in front of it. The
Auto Mega sends the commands from the APM to the Vehicle Mega, which feeds those commands to the
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appropriate actuators. The Vehicle Mega sends either commands from the Auto Mega or Console Mega to
the rest of the vehicle, depending on which mode the vehicle is set in.
4.2 APM
4.2.1 Overview
The ArduPilot Module (APM), shown in Figure 4.2, is a microcontroller specifically designed to work as an
autopilot and is the device that actually drives the Rover in autopilot mode. The APM comes with a compass
Figure 4.2: Picture of the APM
and GPS module that serve as the inputs to the system. By processing these inputs with the desired waypoint
destinations, the APM is able to generate signals that drive both steering and throttle actuators. The waypoints
are chosen by the user in an open source software program created by 3D Robotics called Mission Planner.
A picture of Mission Planner is shown in Figure 4.3. Mission Planner is integrated with Google Maps and
allows the user to set waypoints on a satellite map of where they want the APM to direct their vehicle. Once
the user is finished programming the route, it can be downloaded to the APM. Upon the APM being set in
Auto mode, and the APM will direct the vehicle to those waypoints.
4.2.2 Mavlink Protocol
The APM is designed for use with hobby RC vehicles so the output signals are Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) voltages, good for driving the servo motors typically found in in these RC vehicles. The actuators
found on the RSL Rover are not run by PWM voltages, however. Therefore, the output voltage value is
extracted from the APM and sent as serial data, as this is how the Rover was designed to drive the actuators.
The team used the Mavlink protocol to send serial data.
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Figure 4.3: Waypoints shown on Mission Planner ready to be downloaded to the APM
Mavlink is the protocol that the APM uses to send out serial data. It consists of packaged messages that
contain data to be sent between an autopilot and a ground control station. In the case of the Rover, the Auto
Mega plays the part of the ground station. These messages are sent serially through the telemetry port on the
APM. Figure 4.4 shows the Mavlink message format.
Figure 4.4: The general form of the packed Mavlink message
The most basic message is the heartbeat. This message verifies the connection between an autopilot and
a ground control station. The ground control station sends out a heartbeat message and upon receipt of this
message, the APM responds with another heartbeat. If heartbeats are sent and received every second, the
communication works as normal. If after some time no heartbeat messages are received on either end, the
APM goes into a designated safety mode.
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4.2.3 Pre-built versus Making a Custom System
The key decision made about the APM was whether the team wanted to tackle designing the autopilot or
buy a premade module. By creating a custom system, we could ensure that the exact specifications of the
current Rover could be met, but it would be extremely difficult to design. By buying a premade module,
we would avoid spending too much time designing, but whatever outputs the module yielded would have to
be processed to be compatible with the system. The team chose a premade model because, given the time
constraint of one school year, processing the outputs would be more feasible than building an entire autopilot
system. The output processing proved to be one of the most time-consuming parts of the project but it was
easier than designing a whole autopilot system.
4.3 Auto Mega
4.3.1 Overview
The Auto Mega takes Mavlink steering and throttle signals from the APM and translates them to the car
commands that will be sent to the Vehicle Mega. The Rover does most of its processing with Arduino Megas,
depicted in Figure 4.5. The Arduino Mega is a microcontroller that allows for digital and analog signals to
Figure 4.5: Picture of the Arduino Mega
be processed and controlled. The Auto Mega is one such Arduino Mega and its purpose is to translate the
Mavlink messages to serial commands.
4.3.2 Microcontroller Options
Research showed that the APM used the Mavlink protocol to send data over the serial line. To pick the data it
sent out, a Mavlink message that sets telemetry rates must be sent into the APM. To generate this command,
a choice had to be made whether to use a Mavlink library on the Arduino, or droneAPI on the Intel Edison.
The Mavlink library offers a direct way to generate Mavlink commands. The user simply has to create the
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Mavlink messages and design the algorithm to send them out according to the Mavlink protocol. In contrast,
droneAPI offers a more high-level approach in which the hardware on the APM is abstracted to software
objects and the user programs what he or she wants the hardware to do. The API deals with the low level
algorithms, such as the sequence of Mavlink messages to send, that must be run in order to carry out the
actions that the user specifies. While the coding of the Edison seemed simpler, we first chose to go with
the Arduino because we were more familiar with it and the rest of the Rover was run by Arduinos. We had
difficulty writing working code so we switched to the Edison. After suffering many setup issues and realizing
that droneAPI could not even access the data wanted to send out, we reverted back to the Arduino. After
reading through some Mavlink logs of messages sent between the APM and Mission Planner, we were able
to pattern our Arduino code on these logs and successfully had the APM and the Arduino communicating.
We therefore stuck with the Arduino to process the APM outputs.
4.3.3 Detailed Design
Figure 4.6 shows the algorithm that the Auto Mega uses to convert signals to vehicle commands. While the
Figure 4.6: A flowchart detailing the program flow of the Auto Mega.
main purpose of the Auto Mega is to re-express the steering and throttle signals as car command strings, it
must first generate and send a Mavlink message to the APM, requesting it to send out these signals at 10 times
per second. The APM responds by sending the signal values in Mavlink packages over the UART channel
to the the Auto Mega. The Mega, in turn, unpackages and extracts the data using a Mavlink library written
for Arduino Megas. The data is then ready to be formatted into a vehicle command. A sample of the vehicle
command structure is shown in Figure 4.7.
The steering and throttle signals from the APM are in the range of 1000 to 2000 with 1500 representing
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Figure 4.7: Two possible serial commands. The first is a command that turns the steering column fully right and the
second is a command that sets the speed of the vehicle to 18 MPH
the neutral position. To fit the structure of the existing car commands, these values had to be converted to a
value between -1000 and 1000 with 0 as the neutral position. Moreover, to ensure the vehicle does not exceed
the maximum speed, the value for the throttle command was truncated at 5% of maximum. The Auto Mega
converts this value, inserts it into the proper serial string, and then sends it along to the Vehicle Mega.
4.4 Vehicle Mega
4.4.1 Overview
The Vehicle Mega was designed by last year’s senior design group and serves as the entry point for vehicle
commands; commands are fed into the Vehicle Mega and the vehicle responds with the appropriate action. In
their design, the Vehicle Mega took commands as serial strings from the Console Mega and passed them along
to the appropriate microcontroller. We kept this feature and added an Autonomous mode. When the Vehicle
Mega senses that the designated Auto Switch has been pressed on the console, it reads in commands from
the Auto Mega instead of reading and passing through commands from the Console Mega. These commands
are connected to the software serial port on the Vehicle Mega. Thus, the stream of commands that the Auto
Mega sends out are what the car actually does.
4.4.2 Safety Feature Trade-off
In last year’s design, the Rover triggered the emergency stop sequence when it lost contact with the Console
Mega. This is a safety feature to protect the car and the driver in case the console breaks, gets out of range of
the the Rover, or emergency stops due to the emergency stop button being pressed on the console. The team
had to decide if we wanted to keep this feature in our new Autonomous mode. While it is not important to
maintain communication between the Console Mega and the Vehicle Mega to control the car, we wanted the
user to be able to trigger the stop sequence remotely using the emergency stop button on the console, in case
any of the vehicle’s automatic safety features stop working. For this reason we decided to keep this feature.
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4.4.3 Software Serial
In adding the autopilot function to the RSL Rover, we discovered that all three serial ports on the Vehicle
Mega were already in use. After some research, the team found that by using a software library, two digital
IO pins could be designated on the Mega to act as a serial port. The only caveat was that it had to be run at
a baud rate of 1200. Otherwise, data corruption would occur. This was not much of a problem as it did not
affect performance.
4.4.4 Detailed Design
Figure 4.8 shows the algorithm that the Vehicle Mega uses to choose between source microcontrollers and
to sense the LIDAR. The main purpose of the Vehicle Mega is to route vehicle commands to the appropriate
Figure 4.8: Flowchart of the Code run on the Vehicle Mega
actuators. When we inherited the Rover, the Vehicle Mega ran the simple loop of reading in commands from
the Console Mega and sending them to the appropriate destination, all the while verifying the connection
between the Console Mega and the Vehicle Mega. If Vehicle Mega stops receiving commands, it E-Stops.
The current system now checks if the Auto Switch is pressed. If so, it checks for a signal from the LIDAR.
This flag means an obstacle has been detected so the Rover should make an emergency stop. If no LIDAR
flag is detected, the Vehicle Mega will continue to pass commands to the corresponding actuators from the
Auto Mega. Note, that the LIDAR flag only triggers an emergency stop when the Auto Switch is pressed.
4.5 Testing and Verification
Testing was performed for the autopilot navigation on the third floor of the main parking garage at Santa Clara
University. This location was chosen because of it is at close proximity to the lab and at night the testing site
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was free of cars and foot traffic. During the test, the Rover started out pointing away from the first waypoint.
It drove forward, correcting its path, and then made a 90◦ turn and drove forward again. The accepted criteria
for this test was that it hit the way points with a deviation of no greater than 3 meters. This tolerance was
chosen based on the accuracy of the GPS that was used.
As can be seen in the results of the test in Figure 4.9, the acceptance criteria was met at all points, well
within the tolerance.
Figure 4.9: Path of the ROVER during waypoint navigation test overlapped with expected path, the circles around the
waypoints are a radius of 3m.
While we did not have any criteria for the Rover to stay on a path, it should be noted that it had a slight
serpentining motion and seemed to go significantly off target right after the turn. However, the Rover quickly
corrected its path and headed toward the next waypoint. We are not concerned about this as our focus was to
reach the waypoints. In the end, the Rover did not finish its projected path because of a support pillar which
obstructed its path and the obstacle detection safety feature stopped the vehicle. While we would have liked
the vehicle to complete the designated path, it was reassuring to know that the Obstacle Avoidance process
worked.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
5.1 Work Completed
Our initial goal for this project was to add an autonomous driving mode to a Gator class All Terrain Vehicle
with an existing drive-by-wire system while maintaining all previous functionality. Furthermore, we ensured
the safety of those operating the vehicle as well as the vehicle itself by adding obstacle detection. Over the
course of the year we developed a fully autonomous driving system as well as a functioning obstacle detection
system. All existing drive modes and safety feature were preserved and appropriate new safety features were
added. To handle the navigation we added an APM autopilot and Arduino Mega. For the obstacle detection
we added a LIDAR. When our vehicle detected an obstacle it made an emergency stop before it could cause
damage or harm.
5.2 Future Work
The most pressing goal for a future group would be to create a more sophisticated obstacle avoidance system
as opposed to the current obstacle detection system. In this new system instead of the vehicle stopping
when detecting an obstacle it would drive around and avoid the obstacle. Currently the vehicle has a slight
serpentine to its path and overshoots the tolerance on a sharp turn. While the team designed the Rover with
waypoint navigation, it would be more useful if the vehicle followed a path. Using the groundwork from the
waypoint navigation, a future group could implement path following for a more reliable Rover. Finally there
are minor vehicle repairs to non-essential systems that a future team might want to fix.
A long term goal of the RSL Rover is to be able to autonomously detect underground objects. To do this
a future team would have to attach a ground penetrating radar to the vehicle. Furthermore they would have to
add a component to compile the data from the radar with GPS data to create a map showing the locations of
the objects.
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5.3 Lessons Learned
Going into this project our team had a limited knowledge of the Arduino language and the mechatronic design
process and no knowledge of the LIDAR and APM software. In working with the APM, we learned that
documentation on open source software is not the best, requiring us to infer functionality of other people’s
work by examining their source code. This, however, will be an invaluable skill if we ever work in the
mechatronics industry.
Another important lesson we learned was the necessity of getting help. We were very unfamiliar with
certain aspects of the project, namely how the engine worked and certain part of the software. We tried to fix
these problems on our own but we ended up just wasting time. It was only when we reached out to people
familiar with those fields that we made any progress. From now on we will get help sooner.
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Appendix A
Safety Documents
A.1 Vehicle Opperation Procedures
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A.2 Operating Procedures while Car is on Jacks
Safe Operating Rules 
 
This document outlines the minimum Safety Standards for operating the RSL Rover on jacks while applying the 
throttle required by Santa Clara University and OSHA.  RSL Rover safety should exceed these requirements. 
The purpose of RSL safety is to eliminate:  
 
1. Accidents and Injuries 
2. Property Damage 
3. Equipment Abuses and Damage 
 
Meeting these requirements requires understanding the system and the laws or regulations that may apply. 
These operating rules include all the rules required by OSHA, state OSHA and Santa Clara University.  All 
operators need a copy of these Operating Rules and each operator must acknowledge them by signing that they 
have received a copy of these rules and understand them.   
 
Training requires documentation.  Undocumented training has the same basic legal effect as no training.  The 
operator must acknowledge receipt of these rules for documentation to occur under OSHA, state OSHA and 
Santa Clara University requirements.   
 
OPERATING RULES: 
 
1. Only operators authorized by the management, and trained in the safe operation of the RSL rover will be 
permitted to operate and test such vehicle.  Methods will be devised to train operators in safe operation 
of an off­road vehicle.  A minimum of three trained operators must be present in order to perform 
testing. 
 
2. Initial operating procedures must be performed at least once before commencing testing.  Attention will 
be given to the proper functioning of tires, horn, lights, battery, controller, brakes, and steering 
mechanism.  All emergency stop systems must be tested and checked to make sure they are all working 
as intended.   
 
3. A minimum of 6 jacks must be used in the raising of the vehicle.  Place these jacks in locations that 
distribute the weight of the vehicle equally.  Apply some force to the side of the vehicle and shake it. 
The vehicle should stay securely on the jacks and hardly move.   
 
4. A secondary safety measure must be implemented.  Tether the car with a chain to either a secure spot on 
the ground or a spot in the testing area.  This location must be able to withstand the force of the weight 
of the car and/or the movement. This failsafe system will only activate if the vehicle happens to fall off 
the jacks.  
 
5. The testing area must be clear of any objects within 2 feet of the vehicle.  The operators/testers need to 
be at least 6 feet away from the vehicle at all times when the throttle is being used.  Have one of the 
operators making sure no bystanders are within 50 feet of the test area. 
 
6. The vehicle will not exceed a speed of 8mph which is approximately 20% of full throttle.   
 
7. NO RIDERS WILL BE PERMITTED ON THE VEHICLE.  A person may not ride on the rover due to 
the possibly instability/shaking that may occur.   
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Appendix B
Source Code
B.1 Auto Mega Code
1 // Arduino MAVLink test code.
2
3 # i n c l u d e < F a s t S e r i a l . h>
4 # i n c l u d e ” . . / mavl ink / i n c l u d e / mavl ink . h ” // Mavlink interface
5
6 // The value will quickly become too large for an int to store
7 unsigned long p r e v i o u s M i l l i s = 0 ; // will store last time LED was updated
8
9 // constants won’t change :
10 c o n s t long i n t e r v a l = 1000 ;
11 i n t L i d a r P i n = 5 1 ;
12
13 F a s t S e r i a l P o r t 0 ( S e r i a l ) ;
14 F a s t S e r i a l P o r t 1 ( S e r i a l 1 ) ;
15 F a s t S e r i a l P o r t 2 ( S e r i a l 2 ) ;
16
17 u i n t 8 t s y s i d = 255 ; ///< ID 20 for this airplane
18 u i n t 8 t compid = MAV COMP ID MISSIONPLANNER ; ///< The component sending the message is
the IMU, it could be also a Linux process
19 u i n t 8 t t y p e = MAV TYPE GCS ;
20 u i n t 8 t a u t o p i l o t = MAV AUTOPILOT INVALID ;
21 u i n t 8 t base mode = 0 ;
22 u i n t 3 2 t custom mode = 0 ;
23 u i n t 8 t s y s t e m s t a t u s = 0 ;
24
25 i n t S e r i a l t i m e o u t = 2 5 ; //Serial Timout
26
27 /∗serial strings∗/
28 S t r i n g commandType = ”C” ;
29 S t r i n g commandMode ;
30 S t r i n g t h r o t t l e O R s t e e r ;
31 S t r i n g toSend ;
32
33 //flags
34 boo l s p e e d F l a g = t r u e ;
35 boo l eS top = f a l s e ;
36 boo l h e a r t b e a t = t r u e ;
37
38 void s e t u p ( ) {
39 S e r i a l . b e g i n ( 9 6 0 0 ) ;
40 S e r i a l 1 . b e g i n ( 1 9 2 0 0 ) ;
41 S e r i a l 2 . b e g i n ( 1 2 0 0 ) ;
42
43 m a v l i n k m e s s a g e t msg ;
34
44 u i n t 8 t buf [MAVLINK MAX PACKET LEN ] ;
45 u i n t 8 t t a r g e t s y s t e m = 1 ;
46 u i n t 8 t t a r g e t c o m p o n e n t = 1 ;
47 u i n t 8 t r e q s t r e a m i d = 3 ;
48 u i n t 1 6 t r e q m e s s a g e r a t e = 1 0 ;
49 u i n t 8 t s t a r t s t o p = 1 ;
50
51 m a v l i n k m s g h e a r t b e a t p a c k ( s y s i d , compid , &msg , type , a u t o p i l o t , base mode ,
custom mode , s y s t e m s t a t u s ) ;
52
53 // Copy the message to the send buffer
54 u i n t 1 6 t l e n = m a v l i n k m s g t o s e n d b u f f e r ( buf , &msg ) ;
55
56 // Send the message with the standard UART send function
57 S e r i a l 1 . w r i t e ( buf , l e n ) ;
58
59 m a v l i n k m s g r e q u e s t d a t a s t r e a m p a c k ( s y s i d , compid , &msg , t a r g e t s y s t e m ,
t a r g e t c o m p o n e n t , r e q s t r e a m i d , r e q m e s s a g e r a t e , s t a r t s t o p ) ;
60
61 l e n = m a v l i n k m s g t o s e n d b u f f e r ( buf , &msg ) ;
62
63 S e r i a l 1 . w r i t e ( buf , l e n ) ;
64 S e r i a l 1 . w r i t e ( buf , l e n ) ;
65 }
66
67 i n t mapAPM( i n t a n a l o g ) {
68 /∗
69 ∗this converts the 0−5V output of the APM to eqivalent serial string commands,
[−1000,1000]
70 ∗/
71 re turn map ( ana log , 1100 , 1900 , −1000 , 1000) ;
72 }
73
74 i n t r c a p m f u n c t i o n ( i n t a n a l o g ) {
75 /∗
76 ∗This function turns the APM output into the serial strings the Rover understands
77 ∗/
78 i n t d e s i r e d S p e e d , d e s i r e d S t e e r i n g ;
79 i f ( ! eS top )//E−stop
80 {
81 commandMode = ”A” ; //We think we need it in actuator but are not sure
82 i f ( s p e e d F l a g )
83 {
84 i f ( a n a l o g == 1500)
85 d e s i r e d S p e e d = −1000;
86 e l s e
87 d e s i r e d S p e e d = mapAPM( a n a l o g ) ;
88 i f ( d e s i r e d S p e e d > 100) {
89 d e s i r e d S p e e d = 100 ;
90 }
91 t h r o t t l e O R s t e e r = ”V” ;
92 toSend = commandType + ” , ” + commandMode + ” , ” + t h r o t t l e O R s t e e r + ” , ” +
d e s i r e d S p e e d ;
93 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( toSend ) ;
94 //Serial.print(millis());
95 //Serial.print(toSend);
96 }
97 e l s e {
98 d e s i r e d S t e e r i n g = mapAPM( a n a l o g ) ;
99 t h r o t t l e O R s t e e r = ”W” ;
100 toSend = commandType + ” , ” + commandMode + ” , ” + t h r o t t l e O R s t e e r + ” , ” +
d e s i r e d S t e e r i n g ;
101 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( toSend ) ;
102 //Serial.print(toSend);
103 }
104 s p e e d F l a g = ! s p e e d F l a g ;
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105 }
106 e l s e { S e r i a l . p r i n t ( ” Es top \n ” ) ; }//if the desired gear does not match actual
107
108 }
109
110 void l oop ( ) {
111 unsigned long c u r r e n t M i l l i s = m i l l i s ( ) ;
112
113 i f ( c u r r e n t M i l l i s − p r e v i o u s M i l l i s >= i n t e r v a l ) {
114 // save the last time you blinked the LED
115 p r e v i o u s M i l l i s = c u r r e n t M i l l i s ;
116
117 i f ( h e a r t b e a t )
118 h e a r t b e a t = f a l s e ;
119 e l s e
120 eS top = f a l s e ;//true;//If car randomly eStops this is why
121 // Initialize the required buffers
122 m a v l i n k m e s s a g e t msg ;
123 u i n t 8 t buf [MAVLINK MAX PACKET LEN ] ;
124
125
126 // Pack the message
127 m a v l i n k m s g h e a r t b e a t p a c k ( s y s i d , compid , &msg , type , a u t o p i l o t , base mode ,
custom mode , s y s t e m s t a t u s ) ;
128
129 // Copy the message to the send buffer
130 u i n t 1 6 t l e n = m a v l i n k m s g t o s e n d b u f f e r ( buf , &msg ) ;
131
132 // Send the message with the standard UART send function
133 S e r i a l 1 . w r i t e ( buf , l e n ) ;
134 }
135 //Looks for the Lidar digital pin
136 // if(digitalRead(LidarPin) == HIGH){
137 //Serial.println("Lidar");
138 // eStop = true;
139 // }
140 comm rece ive ( ) ;
141 }
142
143 void comm rece ive ( ) {
144 m a v l i n k m e s s a g e t msg ;
145 m a v l i n k s t a t u s t s t a t u s ;
146
147 // COMMUNICATION THROUGH EXTERNAL UART PORT (XBee serial)
148 whi le ( S e r i a l 1 . a v a i l a b l e ( ) > 0 )
149 {
150 u i n t 8 t c = S e r i a l 1 . r e a d ( ) ;
151 // Try to get a new message
152
153 i f ( m a v l i n k p a r s e c h a r (MAVLINK COMM 0, c , &msg , &s t a t u s ) ) {
154 // Handle message
155 sw i t ch ( msg . msgid )
156 {
157 case MAVLINK MSG ID HEARTBEAT :
158 {
159 h e a r t b e a t = t r u e ;
160 eS top = f a l s e ;
161 //Serial.print("Heartbeat: ");
162 //Serial.println(mavlink_msg_heartbeat_get_base_mode(&msg));
163 }
164 break ;
165 case MAVLINK MSG ID SERVO OUTPUT RAW :
166 {
167 //Serial.print("servo3: ");
168 r c a p m f u n c t i o n ( m a v l i n k m s g s e r v o o u t p u t r a w g e t s e r v o 3 r a w (&msg ) ) ;
169
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170 //Serial.print(" ");
171 //Serial.println(mavlink_msg_servo_output_raw_get_servo3_raw(&msg));
172 //Serial.print("servo2: ");
173 //Serial.println(mavlink_msg_servo_output_raw_get_servo2_raw(&msg));
174 //Serial.print("servo1: ");
175 //Serial.println(mavlink_msg_servo_output_raw_get_servo1_raw(&msg));
176 r c a p m f u n c t i o n ( m a v l i n k m s g s e r v o o u t p u t r a w g e t s e r v o 1 r a w (&msg ) ) ;
177
178 //Serial.print(" ");
179 //Serial.println(mavlink_msg_servo_output_raw_get_servo1_raw(&msg));
180 //Serial.print("servo4: ");
181 // Serial.println(mavlink_msg_servo_output_raw_get_servo4_raw(&msg));
182 // Serial.print("servo5: ");
183 // Serial.println(mavlink_msg_servo_output_raw_get_servo5_raw(&msg));
184 // Serial.print("servo6: ");
185 // Serial.println(mavlink_msg_servo_output_raw_get_servo6_raw(&msg));
186 // Serial.print("servo7: ");
187 // Serial.println(mavlink_msg_servo_output_raw_get_servo7_raw(&msg));
188 // Serial.print("servo8: ");
189 // Serial.println(mavlink_msg_servo_output_raw_get_servo8_raw(&msg));
190 }
191 break ;
192 d e f a u l t :
193 //Serial.print("New msg: ");
194 //Serial.println(msg.msgid);
195 break ;
196 }
197 }
198
199 // And get the next one
200 }
201 }
B.2 Vehicle Mega Code
1 //RSL Rover 2014
2 //Vehicle Mega code
3
4 //Serial1: From Consol
5 //Serial2: To Steering and Transmission Motor Controller
6 //Serial3: To Speed Controller
7 //mySerial: AutoPilot
8
9 # i n c l u d e <A l t S o f t S e r i a l . h>
10 A l t S o f t S e r i a l m y S e r i a l ; //RX:48, TX:46
11
12 //Strings (for more info see string initializations in setup)
13 S t r i n g c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g ;
14 S t r i n g s e l f D r i v e s t r i n g ;
15 S t r i n g command type ;
16 S t r i n g command mode ;
17 S t r i n g t h r o t t l e o r s t e e r ;
18 S t r i n g s t ee r i ng co mman d ;
19 S t r i n g s p e e d s t r i n g t o s e n d ;
20 S t r i n g s t e e r i n g s t r i n g t o s e n d ;
21 S t r i n g g e a r s t r i n g t o s e n d ;
22 S t r i n g d e s i r e d g e a r ;
23 S t r i n g c u r r e n t g e a r ;
24 S t r i n g s t r i n g f r o m m o t o r c o n t r o l l e r ;
25 S t r i n g m c s t a t e ;
26 S t r i n g s t e e r i n g q u e r y ;
27 S t r i n g f e e d b a c k t o c o n s o l ;
28 S t r i n g f e e d b a c k t o c o n s o l p r e f i x ;
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29 S t r i n g p o s i t i o n p r e f i x ;
30 S t r i n g s u f f i x ;
31 S t r i n g s p a c e ;
32 S t r i n g comma ;
33
34 S t r i n g A s t a t u s ;
35 S t r i n g B s t a t u s ;
36 S t r i n g C s t a t u s ;
37 S t r i n g D s t a t u s ;
38 S t r i n g E s t a t u s ;
39 S t r i n g h o r n s t a t u s ;
40 S t r i n g F s t a t u s ;
41
42 //Auxilery Flags
43 boo l s e l f D r i v e ;
44 boo l b r a k e ;
45
46 S t r i n g e r r o r s t r i n g ;
47 S t r i n g e r r o r s t r i n g p r e v i o u s ;
48 S t r i n g a r m e d s t a t u s ;
49 S t r i n g temp ;
50 S t r i n g v o l t a g e ;
51
52 i n t v o l t a g e i n p u t = 0 ; //Integer placeholder
for analogRead of voltage divider circuits
53 f l o a t Twen ty Four V Vol t age = 0 ; //24 Volt system voltage
54 i n t T w e n t y F o u r V V o l t a g e p i n = 8 ; //24 Volt system voltage
input pin
55 f l o a t Twelve V Vol tage = 0 ; //12 Volt system voltage
56 i n t T w e l v e V V o l t a g e p i n = 9 ; //12 Volt system voltage
input pin
57
58 i n t t e m p c o u n t = 0 ; //Counter used to ensure
temp_start_time begins timing when the temperature light first comes on
59 unsigned long t e m p s t a r t t i m e = 0 ; //Absolute time recorded
when the temperature light first turns on
60 unsigned long t e m p e n d t i m e = 0 ; //Absolute time recorded
every time an iteration occurs with the temperature light on
61 unsigned long t e m p t i m e = 0 ; //Time that the
temperature light has been on (temp_end_time − temp_start_time)
62 i n t t e m p t i m e l i m i t = 20000 ; //Time in milliseconds
to allow the temperature light to stay on before activating emergency stop (important
safeguard to prevent serious engine damage)
63
64 i n t t h r e s h o l d w a r n i n g 1 2 v = 1 1 ; //12 Volt threshold to
give low battery warning on console
65 i n t t h r e s h o l d w a r n i n g 2 4 v = 2 1 ; //24 Volt threshold to
give low battery warning on console
66 i n t t h r e s h o l d e s t o p 1 2 v = 9 ; //12 volt threshold to
activate emergency stop
67 i n t t h r e s h o l d e s t o p 2 4 v = 1 9 ; //24 volt threshold to
activate emergency stop
68 i n t e s t o p s t a t e = LOW; //if high, e−stop will
be activated (acts as a toggle and if statements can be added anywhere in the code to
toggle emergency stop mode on)
69
70 i n t S e r i a l t i m o u t = 100 ; //Set the serial timeout
for hardware serial ports
71 i n t t emp warn ing = 1 0 ; //Digital input pin for
vehicle’s temp warning light
72 i n t r e v e r s e = 9 ; //Digital input pin for
vehicle’s reverse gear light
73 i n t n e u t r a l = 8 ; //Digital input pin for
vehicle’s neutral gear light
74 i n t low = 7 ; //Digital input pin for
vehicle’s low gear light
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75 i n t h igh = 6 ; //Digital input pin for
vehicle’s high gear light
76
77 i n t e b r a k e r e l a y p i n = 2 ; //Emergency brake relay
pin
78 i n t h o r n r e l a y p i n = 3 ; //Horn relay pin
79 i n t e s t o p r e l a y p i n = 4 ; //Emergency stop relay
pin
80 i n t e b r a k e s t a t e = HIGH ; //Emergency brake state:
HIGH is on, LOW is off
81 i n t c o n t a c t w i t h c o n s o l = LOW; //Once the Vehicle Mega
makes initial contact with the console, this state turns HIGH
82 i n t b e a c o n r e l a y p i n = 5 ; //Relay pin for beacon
on rollcage
83 i n t L i d a r P i n = 5 1 ;
84
85 i n t c o u n t e r = 0 ; //used to control the
intermittent sending of data
86
87 i n t d e s i r e d s p e e d = 0 ; //Used to send a desired
speed to the speed controller when changing gears
88 i n t w h e e l s p e e d = 0 ; //Current wheel speed
89 i n t w h e e l s p e e d p i n = 1 1 ; //PWM wheel speed pin
from the Axle Tachometer Interpreter
90
91 i n t g e a r p o s i t i o n = 0 ; //Desired position to
send to gear actuator
92 i n t c h a n n e l =1; //Channel used to
formulate strings to send to motor controllers (either 1 for steering or 2 for
transmission command)
93 i n t s t e e r i n g p o s i t i o n =0; //Desired steering
position parsed from console
94 i n t a c t s t e e r i n g p o s i t i o n = 0 ; //Current steering
position as querried from the steering motor controller (to be sent as feedback to the
console)
95 i n t comma index 1 ; //Index of first comma
in a string (for parsing)
96 i n t comma index 2 ; //Index of second comma
in a string (for parsing)
97 i n t comma index 3 ; //Index of third comma
in a string (for parsing)
98 i n t d e a d m a n t i m o u t = 750 ; //If the Vehicle Mega
loses contact with the console for more than the dead_man_timout (in milliseconds),
the emergency stop will be hit
99 unsigned long e s t o p t i m e 1 = 0 ; //Records the start time
when the last console contact occurred
100 unsigned long e s t o p t i m e 2 = 0 ; //Records the end time
when the next console contact occurred
101 unsigned long e s t o p t i m e = 0 ; //Difference between
e_stop_time_2 and e_stop_time_1 (compared to dead_man_timout)
102 unsigned long a ;
103 unsigned long b ;
104
105 void s e t u p ( ) //Runs before the main
loop to initialize everything
106 {
107
108 pinMode ( e b r a k e r e l a y p i n , OUTPUT) ; //Sets the emergency
brake relay pin to output (same as parking brake)
109 d i g i t a l W r i t e ( e b r a k e r e l a y p i n , e b r a k e s t a t e ) ; //Writes the startup
emergency brake state to emergency brake pin
110
111 pinMode ( e s t o p r e l a y p i n , OUTPUT) ; //Sets the emergency
stop relay pin to output
112 d i g i t a l W r i t e ( e s t o p r e l a y p i n , e s t o p s t a t e ) ; //Writes the startup
emergency stop state to emergency stop pin
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113
114 pinMode ( h o r n r e l a y p i n , OUTPUT) ; //Sets the horn relay
pin to output
115 d i g i t a l W r i t e ( h o r n r e l a y p i n , LOW) ; //Writes the startup
horn state to horn pin (LOW is off)
116
117 pinMode ( b e a c o n r e l a y p i n , OUTPUT) ; //Sets the beacon relay
pin to output
118 d i g i t a l W r i t e ( b e a c o n r e l a y p i n , LOW) ; //Writes the startup
emergency stop state to emergency stop pin
119
120 // Open serial communications and wait for port to open:
121 S e r i a l . b e g i n ( 9 6 0 0 ) ; //Serial to/from USB or
serial monitor (sets baud rate and opens serial port)
122 S e r i a l . s e t T i m e o u t ( S e r i a l t i m o u t ) ; //If the serial buffer
misses the ’\r’ character, it will read a really long string. Setting the timeout
ensures that if the controller recieves a long garbage string, it will not waste
time reading it
123 S e r i a l 1 . b e g i n ( 9 6 0 0 ) ; //Serial to/from the
Console (sets baud rate and opens serial port)
124 S e r i a l 1 . s e t T i m e o u t ( S e r i a l t i m o u t ) ; //If the serial buffer
misses the ’\r’ character, it will read a really long string. Setting the timeout
ensures that if the controller recieves a long garbage string, it will not waste
time reading it
125 S e r i a l 2 . b e g i n ( 1 1 5 2 0 0 ) ; //Serial to/from
steering and transmission motor controller (sets baud rate and opens serial port)
126 S e r i a l 2 . s e t T i m e o u t ( S e r i a l t i m o u t ) ; //If the serial buffer
misses the ’\r’ character, it will read a really long string. Setting the timeout
ensures that if the controller recieves a long garbage string, it will not waste
time reading it
127 S e r i a l 3 . b e g i n ( 9 6 0 0 ) ; //Serial to/from Speed
Controller (sets baud rate and opens serial port)
128 S e r i a l 3 . s e t T i m e o u t ( S e r i a l t i m o u t ) ; //If the serial buffer
misses the ’\r’ character, it will read a really long string. Setting the timeout
ensures that if the controller recieves a long garbage string, it will not waste
time reading it
129 m y S e r i a l . b e g i n ( 1 2 0 0 ) ;
130 m y S e r i a l . s e t T i m e o u t ( S e r i a l t i m o u t ) ;
131 //pinMode(48, OUTPUT);
132
133 pinMode ( temp warn ing , INPUT ) ; //Sets the temp_warning
pin as an input (HIGH or LOW)
134 pinMode ( r e v e r s e , INPUT ) ; //Sets the reverse gear
pin as an input (HIGH or LOW)
135 pinMode ( n e u t r a l , INPUT ) ; //Sets the neutral gear
pin as an input (HIGH or LOW)
136 pinMode ( low , INPUT ) ; //Sets the low gear pin
as an input (HIGH or LOW)
137 pinMode ( high , INPUT ) ; //Sets the high gear pin
as an input (HIGH or LOW)
138 pinMode ( w h e e l s p e e d p i n , INPUT ) ; //Sets the wheel speed
pin as an input (PWM)
139
140 c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //String from console
141 s e l f D r i v e s t r i n g = ” ” ;
142 command type = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //Parsed from
consol_input_string: C for command, ? for querries (not yet involved), etc
143 command mode = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //Parsed from
consol_input_string: A for actuator, S for speed control modes
144 t h r o t t l e o r s t e e r = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //Parsed from
consol_input_string: W for steering command, V for speed related commands
145 s t ee r i ng co mma nd = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //Parsed from
consol_input_string: Value from −1000 to 1000
146 s t e e r i n g s t r i n g t o s e n d = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //Formulated string to
send as a steering motor command to steering and transmission motor controller
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147 s p e e d s t r i n g t o s e n d = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //Formulated string to
send as a command to speed controller
148 g e a r s t r i n g t o s e n d = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //Formulated string to
send as a transmission motor command to steering and transmission motor controller
149 d e s i r e d g e a r = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //Parsed from
consol_input_string: H for high, L for low, N for neutral, R for reverse, P for park
150 c u r r e n t g e a r = S t r i n g ( ”N” ) ; //Current gear that the
vehicle is in: H for high, L for low, N for neutral, R for reverse, P for park
151
152 s t e e r i n g q u e r y = S t r i n g ( ” ?TR 1 ” ) ; //Query to be sent to
steering and transmission motor controller (Asks motor controller what the current
steering position is as a value from −1000 to 1000)
153 s t r i n g f r o m m o t o r c o n t r o l l e r = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //String sent from
steering and transmission motor controller
154 m c s t a t e = S t r i n g ( ” Ready ” ) ; //State of the steering
and transmission motor controller: "Ready" when ready to take commands "Starting"
when performing startup procedure
155 f e e d b a c k t o c o n s o l = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //Feedback string to
console includes wheel speed, current gear, and current steering position
156 f e e d b a c k t o c o n s o l p r e f i x = S t r i n g ( ”F” ) ; //Prefix for
feedback_to_consol so console recognizes this as feedback and not an error string
157
158 s u f f i x = S t r i n g ( ” \ r ” ) ; //Return character to
send at the end of command or query to motor controller (denotes the end of a string
of data)
159 s p a c e= S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //Space needed in motor
controller commands
160 comma = S t r i n g ( ” , ” ) ; //Comma used mainly to
separate variables for data logging
161 p o s i t i o n p r e f i x = S t r i n g ( ” ! g ” ) ; //"!g" is how absolute
position commands to motor controllers begin
162
163 A s t a t u s = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //String parsed from aux_string
to indicate that auxiliary button A is in the on position ("A" if read HIGH, "X" if
read LOW)
164 B s t a t u s = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //String parsed from aux_string
to indicate that auxiliary button B is in the on position ("B" if read HIGH, "X" if
read LOW)
165 C s t a t u s = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //String parsed from aux_string
to indicate that auxiliary button C is in the on position ("C" if read HIGH, "X" if
read LOW)
166 D s t a t u s = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //String parsed from aux_string
to indicate that auxiliary button D is in the on position ("D" if read HIGH, "X" if
read LOW)
167 E s t a t u s = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //String parsed from aux_string
to indicate that auxiliary button E is in the on position ("E" if read HIGH, "X" if
read LOW)
168 F s t a t u s = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //String parsed from aux_string
to indicate that auxiliary button F is in the on position ("F" if read HIGH, "X" if
read LOW)
169 h o r n s t a t u s = S t r i n g ( ” ” ) ; //String parsed from aux_string
to indicate that auxiliary button H (Horn) is in the on position ("H" if read HIGH,
"X" if read LOW)
170
171 e r r o r s t r i n g = S t r i n g ( ”XXXX” ) ;
172 e r r o r s t r i n g p r e v i o u s = S t r i n g ( ”XXXX” ) ;
173 a r m e d s t a t u s = S t r i n g ( ”X” ) ;
174 temp = S t r i n g ( ”X” ) ;
175 v o l t a g e = S t r i n g ( ”X” ) ;
176
177 //Casues Vehicle Mega to wait for contact from the consol to enter the main loop so that
the emergency stop is not hit if the console is powered up after the vehicle
178
179 whi le ( ! S e r i a l 1 . a v a i l a b l e ( ) ) {
180 d e l a y ( 5 0 ) ;
181 }
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182
183 d e l a y ( 4 5 0 0 ) ;
184
185 }
186
187 void e r r o r c h e c k ( ) //Checks the vehicle’s systmes
for errors (currently the only errors being checked for are temperature light, under
voltage, and letting the console know that the vehicle is armed)
188 {
189
190 i f ( d i g i t a l R e a d ( t emp warn ing ) == HIGH) //Checks the digital pin that is
tapped into the temperature light on the dash (if the temperature light is on, the
pin will read HIGH)
191 {
192 temp = S t r i n g ( ”T” ) ; //Puts a "T" in the designated
temperature warning place in error_string (indicating that the temperature light is
on)
193 t e m p c o u n t = t e m p c o u n t + 1 ; //Counts iterations that the
temperature light has been on
194
195 i f ( t e m p c o u n t == 1) //Ensures that the timer will
start for the temperature light when the light first comes on
196 {
197 t e m p s t a r t t i m e = m i l l i s ( ) ; //Assigns the start time on the
first iteration that the temperature light has been on
198 }
199
200 t e m p e n d t i m e = m i l l i s ( ) ; //Assigns the end time each
iteration that the temperature light is on for
201 t e m p t i m e = t e m p e n d t i m e − t e m p s t a r t t i m e ; //Calculates the total time that
the temperature light has been on for
202
203 i f ( t e m p t i m e >= t e m p t i m e l i m i t ) //Checks to see if the
temperature light has been on for longer than the designated temperature time limit
204 {
205 e s t o p s t a t e = HIGH ; //If the temperature light has
been on for longer than the temperature time limit, the emergency stop is
activated
206 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ” temp ” ) ;
207 }
208 }
209
210 e l s e //If the temperature light is
off
211 {
212 temp = S t r i n g ( ”X” ) ; //Puts a "X" in the designated
temperature warning place in error_string (indicating that the temperature light is
off)
213 t e m p c o u n t = 0 ; //Resets the counter
214 }
215
216 e r r o r s t r i n g = ”E” + a r m e d s t a t u s + v o l t a g e + temp ; //Formulates error string
217
218 i f ( e r r o r s t r i n g != e r r o r s t r i n g p r e v i o u s ) //Only send error string to the
console if the status of errors has changed
219 {
220 S e r i a l 1 . p r i n t l n ( e r r o r s t r i n g ) ; //Send the error string to the
console
221 }
222
223 e r r o r s t r i n g p r e v i o u s = e r r o r s t r i n g ; //Set error_string_previous =
error_string
224
225 }
226
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227 void c h e c k v o l t a g e ( ) //Function to check the
on−vehicle voltage levels
228 {
229 v o l t a g e i n p u t = ana logRead ( T w e l v e V V o l t a g e p i n ) ; //Reads analog value
from Twelve_V_Voltage_pin
230 Twelve V Vol tage = v o l t a g e i n p u t ∗ . 0 1 4 6 8 ; //Scales voltage_input
231 v o l t a g e i n p u t = ana logRead ( T w e n t y F o u r V V o l t a g e p i n ) ; //Reads analog value
from Twelve_V_Voltage_pin
232 Twen ty Four V Vol t age = v o l t a g e i n p u t ∗ . 0 3 2 0 5 ; //Scales voltage_input
233
234 i f ( ( Twelve V Vol tage <= t h r e s h o l d e s t o p 1 2 v ) | | ( Twen ty Four V Vol t age <=
t h r e s h o l d e s t o p 2 4 v ) ) //Checks to make sure voltage levels are above emergency
stop threshold levels and activates emergency stop if they are not
235 {
236 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ” v o l t a g e ” ) ;
237 e s t o p s t a t e = HIGH ;
238 }
239
240 e l s e i f ( ( Twelve V Vol tage <= t h r e s h o l d w a r n i n g 1 2 v ) | | ( Twen ty Four V Vol t age <=
t h r e s h o l d w a r n i n g 2 4 v ) ) //Checks to make sure voltage levels are above temperature
light warning threshold levels and activates temperature light if they are not
241 {
242 v o l t a g e = S t r i n g ( ”V” ) ; //Puts a "V" in the
designated temperature warning place in error_string (indicating that one of the
vehicle’s systems is under voltage)
243 }
244
245 e l s e
246 {
247 v o l t a g e = S t r i n g ( ”X” ) ; //Puts a "X" in the
designated temperature warning place in error_string (indicating that the vehicle’
s voltage levels are not too low)
248 }
249
250 }
251
252 void a u x s w i t c h p a r s e ( ) //Function to parse the
auxiliary switch string from console
253 {
254
255 A s t a t u s = c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . s u b s t r i n g ( 2 , 3 ) ; //Status of rocker
switch A on console("A" for on, "X" for off)
256 B s t a t u s = c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . s u b s t r i n g ( 3 , 4 ) ; //Status of rocker
switch B on console("B" for on, "X" for off)
257 C s t a t u s = c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . s u b s t r i n g ( 4 , 5 ) ; //Status of rocker
switch C on console("C" for on, "X" for off)
258 D s t a t u s = c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . s u b s t r i n g ( 5 , 6 ) ; //Status of rocker
switch D on console("D" for on, "X" for off)
259 E s t a t u s = c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . s u b s t r i n g ( 6 , 7 ) ; //Status of rocker
switch E on console("E" for on, "X" for off)
260 F s t a t u s = c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . s u b s t r i n g ( 7 , 8 ) ; //Status of pushbutton F
on console("F" for on, "X" for off)
261 h o r n s t a t u s = c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . s u b s t r i n g ( 8 , 9 ) ; //Status of pushbutton H
on console("H" for on, "X" for off)
262
263 i f ( h o r n s t a t u s == ”H” ) //If the horn button on
the console has been pressed, activate the horn relay
264 {
265 d i g i t a l W r i t e ( h o r n r e l a y p i n , HIGH) ;
266 }
267 e l s e //If the horn button on
the console has not been pressed, make sure the horn is off
268 {
269 d i g i t a l W r i t e ( h o r n r e l a y p i n , LOW) ;
270 }
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271 i f ( B s t a t u s == ”B” ) { //sets the autopiolot
flag
272 b r a k e = t r u e ;
273 }
274 e l s e i f ( B s t a t u s == ”X” ) {
275 b r a k e = f a l s e ;
276 }
277 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g ) ;
278 i f ( A s t a t u s == ”A” ) { //sets the autopiolot
flag
279 s e l f D r i v e = t r u e ;
280 }
281 e l s e i f ( A s t a t u s == ”X” ) {
282 s e l f D r i v e = f a l s e ;
283 }
284
285 }
286
287 void g e a r c h a n g e ( S t r i n g c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g ) //Function called when a
gear change is desired
288 {
289
290 d e s i r e d g e a r = c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . s u b s t r i n g ( comma index 2 +1) ; //Parses the desired
gear from consol_input_string
291
292 i f ( d e s i r e d g e a r != c u r r e n t g e a r ) //Only changes if the
desired gear and current gear are differnet
293 {
294 d e s i r e d s p e e d = −500; //Sets up a string to
sent to the Speed Controller to apply the brake while the gear is changed so that
throttle will be zero and the brake will be applied for you if you are on a hill
changing gears
295 command type = S t r i n g ( ”C” ) ;
296 command mode = S t r i n g ( ”A” ) ;
297 t h r o t t l e o r s t e e r = S t r i n g ( ”V” ) ;
298 s p e e d s t r i n g t o s e n d = s p a c e + command type + comma + command mode + comma +
t h r o t t l e o r s t e e r + comma + d e s i r e d s p e e d ;
299
300 S e r i a l 3 . p r i n t l n ( s p e e d s t r i n g t o s e n d ) ; //Sends string to Speed
Controller to apply brakes
301
302
303 i f ( d e s i r e d g e a r == ”H” ) //If desired gear is
High
304 {
305 g e a r p o s i t i o n = 1000 ; //Transmission actuator
position associated with High
306 e b r a k e s t a t e = LOW; //Ensures emergency
brake is off
307 d i g i t a l W r i t e ( e b r a k e r e l a y p i n , e b r a k e s t a t e ) ;
308 }
309
310 e l s e i f ( d e s i r e d g e a r == ”L” ) //If desired gear is Low
311 {
312 g e a r p o s i t i o n = 103 ; //Transmission actuator
position associated with Low
313 e b r a k e s t a t e = LOW; //Ensures emergency
brake is off
314 d i g i t a l W r i t e ( e b r a k e r e l a y p i n , e b r a k e s t a t e ) ;
315 }
316
317 e l s e i f ( d e s i r e d g e a r == ”N” ) //If desired gear is
Neutral
318 {
319 g e a r p o s i t i o n = −449; //Transmission actuator
position associated with Neutral
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320 e b r a k e s t a t e = LOW; //Ensures emergency
brake is off
321 d i g i t a l W r i t e ( e b r a k e r e l a y p i n , e b r a k e s t a t e ) ;
322 }
323
324 e l s e i f ( d e s i r e d g e a r == ”R” ) //If desired gear is
Reverse
325 {
326 g e a r p o s i t i o n = −1000; //Transmission actuator
position associated with Reverse
327 e b r a k e s t a t e = LOW; //Ensures emergency
brake is off
328 d i g i t a l W r i t e ( e b r a k e r e l a y p i n , e b r a k e s t a t e ) ;
329 }
330
331 e l s e i f ( d e s i r e d g e a r == ”P” ) //If desired gear is
Park
332 {
333 g e a r p o s i t i o n = −449; //Transmission actuator
position associated with Neutral
334 e b r a k e s t a t e = HIGH ; //Applies parking brake
335 d i g i t a l W r i t e ( e b r a k e r e l a y p i n , e b r a k e s t a t e ) ;
336 }
337
338 e l s e
339 {
340 d e s i r e d g e a r = c u r r e n t g e a r ;
341 }
342
343 c h a n n e l = 2 ;
344 g e a r s t r i n g t o s e n d = p o s i t i o n p r e f i x + s p a c e + c h a n n e l + s p a c e + g e a r p o s i t i o n ;
345 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( g e a r s t r i n g t o s e n d ) ;
346 c u r r e n t g e a r f u n c t i o n ( ) ;
347 }
348
349
350 e l s e //When the gear is done
changing, the brake is released
351 {
352 d e s i r e d s p e e d = 0 ; //Brake off and throttle
at zero
353 s p e e d s t r i n g t o s e n d = s p a c e + s p a c e + command type + comma + command mode + comma +
t h r o t t l e o r s t e e r + comma + d e s i r e d s p e e d ;
354 i f ( S e r i a l 1 . a v a i l a b l e ( ) ) { S e r i a l 1 . r e a d S t r i n g U n t i l ( ’ \ r ’ ) ; } //clear serial buffer
355 S e r i a l 3 . p r i n t l n ( s p e e d s t r i n g t o s e n d ) ; //Send the speed command
on the the Speed Controller
356 }
357 }
358
359
360 void c u r r e n t g e a r f u n c t i o n ( ) //Updates the current
gear
361 {
362
363 i f ( d i g i t a l R e a d ( h igh ) == HIGH) //If the high gear
indicator light on the vehicle is on
364 {
365 c u r r e n t g e a r = ”H” ;
366 }
367
368 e l s e i f ( d i g i t a l R e a d ( low ) == HIGH) //If the low gear
indicator light on the vehicle is on
369 {
370 c u r r e n t g e a r = ”L” ;
371 }
372
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373 e l s e i f ( d i g i t a l R e a d ( n e u t r a l ) == HIGH) //If the neutral gear
indicator light on the vehicle is on
374 {
375 i f ( e b r a k e s t a t e == LOW) //If parking brake is
off, and vehicle in neutral, the vehicle is simply in neutral
376 {
377 c u r r e n t g e a r = ”N” ;
378 }
379 e l s e i f ( e b r a k e s t a t e == HIGH) //If parking brake is on
, and vehicle in neutral, the vehicle is in park
380 {
381 c u r r e n t g e a r = ”P” ;
382 }
383 }
384
385 e l s e i f ( d i g i t a l R e a d ( r e v e r s e ) == HIGH) //If the reverse gear
indicator light on the vehicle is on
386 {
387 c u r r e n t g e a r = ”R” ;
388 }
389
390 }
391
392
393 void con t ro l command ( S t r i n g c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g )
//Called when the string from Vehicle
Mega is a control command
394 {
395 comma index 1 = c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . indexOf ( ’ , ’ ) ;
//Index for parsing
396 comma index 2 = c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . indexOf ( ’ , ’ , comma index 1 + 1) ;
//Index for parsing
397
398 command mode = c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . s u b s t r i n g ( comma index 1 +1 , comma index 2 ) ;
//Parses the second character to determine the command mode
399
400 i f ( command mode == ”A” ) ;
//If in actuator
mode
401 {
402 comma index 3 = c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . indexOf ( ’ , ’ , comma index 2 + 1) ;
//Index for parsing
403 t h r o t t l e o r s t e e r = c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . s u b s t r i n g ( comma index 2 +1 , comma index 3 ) ;
//Parses the third character to determine whether the command is a speed
or steering command (V or W)
404
405 i f ( t h r o t t l e o r s t e e r == ”W” )
//If a steering
command
406 {
407 c h a n n e l = 1 ;
//
Channel 1 for steering commands to steering and transmission motor controller
408 s t ee r i ng co mman d = c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . s u b s t r i n g ( comma index 3 +1) ;
//Parses steering command value from −1000 to 1000
409 s t e e r i n g p o s i t i o n = s t e e r i ng co mma nd . t o I n t ( ) ;
//Transforms this value from string
to intiger
410 s t e e r i n g s t r i n g t o s e n d = p o s i t i o n p r e f i x + s p a c e + c h a n n e l + s p a c e +
s t e e r i n g p o s i t i o n ;//Formulation of string
411 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( s t e e r i n g s t r i n g t o s e n d ) ;
//Sending steering command to
steering and transmission motor controller
412 }
413
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414 e l s e i f ( t h r o t t l e o r s t e e r == ”V” )
//If a speed related
command
415 {
416 i f ( c u r r e n t g e a r == d e s i r e d g e a r )
//If the vehicle is in
the correct gear, send on speed commands (helps ensure that vehicle doesnt give
throttle input during gear change)
417 {
418 S e r i a l 3 . p r i n t l n ( c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g ) ;
//String to send to speed
controller
419 }
420 }
421 }
422
423 i f ( command mode == ”G” && abs ( w h e e l s p e e d ) <=1)
//If the console input string is a
gear change string and the absolute value of wheel speed is below 1 mph (Trying not
to grind gears!)
424 {
425 g e a r c h a n g e ( c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g ) ;
//Call gear change
function
426 }
427 }
428
429
430 void l oop ( )
//
Main loop (iterates over and over)
431 {
432
433 i f ( s e l f D r i v e && d i g i t a l R e a d ( L i d a r P i n ) == HIGH) {
434 //Serial.println("Lidar");
435 e s t o p s t a t e = HIGH ;
436 }
437 a = m i l l i s ( ) ;
438
439 i f ( S e r i a l 1 . a v a i l a b l e ( ) )
//If there is
contact with console
440 {
441 e s t o p t i m e 1 = m i l l i s ( ) ;
//Record
emergency stop start time (if contact with console is lost, the start time will stop
updating itself)
442 c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g = S e r i a l 1 . r e a d S t r i n g U n t i l ( ’ \ r ’ ) ;
//Read consol_input_string
443 }
444 //Serial.println(mySerial.available());
445 i f ( m y S e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( ) )
446 {
447 s e l f D r i v e s t r i n g = m y S e r i a l . r e a d S t r i n g U n t i l ( ’ \ r ’ ) ;
448 //Serial.println(selfDrive_string);
449 //Serial.println("New LINE");
450 }
451
452 e s t o p t i m e 2 = m i l l i s ( ) ;
//Record
emergency stop end time
453 e s t o p t i m e = e s t o p t i m e 2 − e s t o p t i m e 1 ;
//Time between start and stop for
dead man switch
454
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455 i f ( e s t o p t i m e >= d e a d m a n t i m o u t )
//If difference in time
is greater than the dead−man timeout, toggle on the emergency stop system
456 {
457 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ” commands ” ) ;
458 e s t o p s t a t e = HIGH ;
//Indicates
the emergency stop system is engaged
459 }
460
461 i f ( e s t o p s t a t e == HIGH)
//If emergency
stop state is HIGH, write low to the emergency stop relay to engage the emergency
stop system
462 {
463 d i g i t a l W r i t e ( e s t o p r e l a y p i n , LOW) ;
464 }
465
466 e l s e
//Otherwise write the emergency stop relay pin HIGH to keep the emergency stop
system off
467 {
468 d i g i t a l W r i t e ( e s t o p r e l a y p i n , HIGH) ;
469 }
470
471 i f ( m c s t a t e == ” Ready ” )
//Ensuring
that the motor controller is not executing its startup procedure
472 {
473 i f ( s e l f D r i v e ) {
474 //Serial.print(selfDrive_string);
475 i f ( s e l f D r i v e s t r i n g . c h a r At ( 1 ) == ’C ’ | | s e l f D r i v e s t r i n g . s t a r t s W i t h ( ”C” ) ) {
476 //Serial.println("COMMAND");
477
478 con t ro l command ( s e l f D r i v e s t r i n g ) ;
479 }
480 i f ( c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . s t a r t s W i t h ( ”A” ) | | c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . c ha rA t ( 1 ) == ’A’ )
//If the consol_input_string is a
auxiliary switch string, call aux_switch_parse function
481 {
482 a u x s w i t c h p a r s e ( ) ;
483 }
484 // else if(selfDrive_string != "" && selfDrive_string != "\n"){
485 // //Serial.println("Estop");
486 // e_stop_state = HIGH;
487 // }
488 }
489 e l s e {
490 i f ( c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . c ha rA t ( 1 ) == ’C ’ | | c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . s t a r t s W i t h ( ”C” ) )
//If the
consol_input_string is a command, call control_command function
491 {
492 i f ( c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . c ha rA t ( 5 ) == ’V’&&b r a k e )
493 con t ro l command ( ” C , A, V,−1000 ” ) ;
494 e l s e
495 con t ro l command ( c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g ) ;
496
497 }
498
499 /∗ else if(consol_input_string.startsWith("C"))
//These should both be identical if
statements but this one is needed when the serial interface is used (Serial
interface will not get through without this)
500 {
501 control_command(consol_input_string);
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502 }∗/
503
504 e l s e i f ( c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . s t a r t s W i t h ( ”A” ) | | c o n s o l i n p u t s t r i n g . c ha rA t ( 1 ) == ’A’ )
//If the consol_input_string is a
auxiliary switch string, call aux_switch_parse function
505 {
506 a u x s w i t c h p a r s e ( ) ;
507 }
508 /∗
509 else if(consol_input_string.charAt(1)==’A’)
//These should both be identical
if statements but this one is needed when the serial interface is used (Serial
interface will not get through without this)
510 {
511 aux_switch_parse();
512 }
513 ∗/
514 }
515 }
516
517
518 i f ( S e r i a l 2 . a v a i l a b l e ( ) )
//Read String
from transmission and steering motor controller
519 {
520 s t r i n g f r o m m o t o r c o n t r o l l e r = S e r i a l 2 . r e a d S t r i n g U n t i l ( ’ \ r ’ ) ;
521 }
522
523 i f ( s t r i n g f r o m m o t o r c o n t r o l l e r . s t a r t s W i t h ( ”TR” ) )
//If the string is a response to the
steering position query
524 {
525 s t r i n g f r o m m o t o r c o n t r o l l e r = s t r i n g f r o m m o t o r c o n t r o l l e r . s u b s t r i n g ( 3 ) ;
//Parse the numerical value from the query response
526 a c t s t e e r i n g p o s i t i o n = s t r i n g f r o m m o t o r c o n t r o l l e r . t o I n t ( ) ;
//Convert this numerical value from a string to
intiger
527 }
528
529 e l s e i f ( s t r i n g f r o m m o t o r c o n t r o l l e r . s t a r t s W i t h ( ” S t a r t i n g ” ) )
//If the motor controller is executing its startup
procedure
530 {
531 m c s t a t e = s t r i n g f r o m m o t o r c o n t r o l l e r ;
//Set mc_state to "Starting"
532 a r m e d s t a t u s = S t r i n g ( ”X” ) ;
533 }
534
535 e l s e i f ( s t r i n g f r o m m o t o r c o n t r o l l e r . s t a r t s W i t h ( ” Ready ” ) )
//When the motor controller is finished
executing the startup procedure, the mc_state changes to "Ready"
536 {
537 m c s t a t e = s t r i n g f r o m m o t o r c o n t r o l l e r ;
538 d i g i t a l W r i t e ( b e a c o n r e l a y p i n , HIGH) ;
//Lights up beacon to
demonstrate vehicle is armed and ready
539 a r m e d s t a t u s = S t r i n g ( ”A” ) ;
540 }
541
542 i f ( c o u n t e r >10)
//
Only sends the steering query and console feedback every 10 iterations
543 {
544 c o u n t e r = 0 ;
545 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( s t e e r i n g q u e r y ) ;
//Prints steering_query
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to transmission and steering motor controller
546 f e e d b a c k t o c o n s o l = f e e d b a c k t o c o n s o l p r e f i x + comma + a c t s t e e r i n g p o s i t i o n + comma
+ w h e e l s p e e d + comma + c u r r e n t g e a r ;
547 S e r i a l 1 . p r i n t l n ( f e e d b a c k t o c o n s o l ) ;
//Prints console feedback
548 }
549
550 c o u n t e r = c o u n t e r +1;
//Iteration
counter
551
552 w h e e l s p e e d = p u l s e I n ( w h e e l s p e e d p i n , HIGH , 5000) ;
//Read PWM (in nano−seconds) from Axle
Tachometer Interpreter
553 w h e e l s p e e d = w h e e l s p e e d ∗ ( . 0 3 9 8 ) −40;
//Turn PWM into a speed from
−40 to +40 mph
554 c u r r e n t g e a r f u n c t i o n ( ) ;
//Function call
to determine the current gear
555
556 c h e c k v o l t a g e ( ) ;
//
Function call to check voltages
557 e r r o r c h e c k ( ) ; //Function call to check the vehicle for errors and either alert the
console or activate the emergency stop
558 b = m i l l i s ( ) ;
559 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( b−a ) ;
560 }
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 1.000 
 9.641 
 12.516 
 .25 x2 
 1.00 
 .50  .25 
sensor mount
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